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Social issues are never black & white



Briefly...y

Social impact assessment is the p
process of managing the social issues 

i t d ith l d i t tiassociated with planned interventions 
(policies, programs, plans & projects).(p p g p p j )

SIA is impact assessment 
that focuses specifically on
the social considerations, 
rather than on biophysical 
(environmental) issues. 



Levels of SIA

• a discrete step or task within EIA 
(prediction of social impacts);

• the process of management of social issuesthe process of management of social issues 
relating to a project;

di fi ld f h d• a paradigm, or field of research and 
practice, a sub-discipline.



• Environmental (biophysical) impacts only 
h h th fi t d f il i t dhappen when the first sod of soil is turned; 
Social impacts start the moment there is 
speculation – even a rumour that something 
might happen.g pp

• Environmental impacts tend to be only 
negative; Social impacts can be positive as wellnegative; Social impacts can be positive as well 
as negative.

• Environmental impacts may be temporal as 
well as long term, and are fairly stable;well as long term, and are fairly stable; 
Social impacts change with the perceptions and 
feelings of peoplefeelings of people.



process isprocess is 
everythingeverything



In a project setting, SIA has an 
effect through:

• working with regulatory agencies and financial 
institutions to contribute to decision-making and 
approval processes (including determining 
consent conditions)

• working with the proponent to improve projects 
through project (re)design, site selection, and 
design and implementation of mitigation 
measures and monitoring programs etc

• working with communities to assist in coping 
with change and planning for positive futureswith change and planning for positive futures



In a policy setting, SIA has an 
effect through:

• working with policy designers to improve policies 
through better awareness of what the social 
issues may be and how implementation is likely 
to affect people

• working with policy implementers to ensure 
effective achievement of policy objectives, 
especially in terms of projects

• working with communities to assist in copingworking with communities to assist in coping 
with change



Social impacts arising from policy

• Policies initiate projects which cause 
project-level impacts;

• Policies change the type level and/orPolicies change the type, level and/or 
pricing of service provision

li i ( i ll ) h i d d• Policies (potentially) change attitudes and 
behaviour



Social impacts relating to transportSocial impacts relating to transport
• Mobility & access or exclusion & inequalityy q y
• Opportunities 

N i ll i l l h i i• Noise, pollution, cultural heritage issues
• Aesthetics impactsp
• Barriers, fragmentation 

d di i iand division
• Disruption/disturbancep
• Security concerns

S f t i ( id t )• Safety issues (accidents) 



SIA is an umbrellaSIA is an umbrella
• aesthetic impacts (landscape analysis)
• archaeological and heritage impacts
• community impacts, cultural impacts, linguistic impacts
• demographic impacts
• economic, fiscal, institutional and infrastructure impacts
• gender issues
• health and psychological impacts

i di i ht• indigenous rights
• political impacts (human rights, democratisation etc)
• poverty assessment• poverty assessment
• resource issues (access and ownership of resources)
• and all other impacts on societies and individuals• and all other impacts on societies and individuals



Impacts depend on theImpacts depend on the 
interactions between the:interactions between the:

• Characteristics of the project/policy especially in 
terms of the effectiveness of its communityterms of the effectiveness of its community 
engagement process

• Characteristics of any mitigationy g
• Characteristics of the community

(vitality, viability, resilience, impact history)
• Characteristics of individuals

• Impacts are not stable
• Impacts differentially affect people



Integrating the biophysical and 
human settings
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(Source: Slootweg, Vanclay & van Schooten, 2001)



Social impacts vary in time and spaceSocial impacts vary in time and space

Di t i t t th ti d i th• Direct impacts occur at the same time and in the 
same space as the activity

• Indirect impacts can occur later in time at a• Indirect impacts can occur later in time, at a 
different place from the causal activity, or as a 

l f l hresult of a complex pathway

• Cumulative impacts determined from the 
f i t f th i th t t lit freference point of the receiver, the totality of 

impacts experienced 



Second and higher order 
i t t d timpacts tend to cause 
more harm than 
first order impacts



Almost all projects p j
almost always cause 
almost all impacts.

More important than predicting impactsMore important than predicting impacts 
(and having checklists) is having ongoing 

i i d d imonitoring and adaptive management.



Often, the most significant social , g
impact is the fear and anxiety 
associated with the project.



A major impact ofA major impact of 
many projects is 
the foregonethe foregone 
benefits that could 
have been obtainedhave been obtained.

A h i iAnother impact is 
the failure of 
projects to deliver 
on promised 
benefits.



Dimensions of impact
• certainty - the likelihood or probability of occurrence of impact
• frequency - how often the impact will occurq y p
• severity - the magnitude and/or strength of impact
• chronicity - over what time period

l lit f i t• locality - area of impact
• susceptibility and vulnerability - how susceptible is the 

community/environment to impact
• mitigatability - the potential of the impact to be mitigated
• interactability - symbiotic and/or catalytic potential with other 

impacts and cumulative potentialp p

What to measure?What to measure?



Focus on what counts, 
not on what can be counted



The community 
is neveris never 
homogenous 
or singularor singular. 
Always say 
‘ iti ’‘communities’ 
or ‘publics’ 
in the plural.



One size does NOT fit all



The impacts of any planned intervention 
are always differentially distributed. 



• Labelling the opposition of local peoples asLabelling the opposition of local peoples as 
‘NIMBY’ is not helpful
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